CHAOS WARHOUND TITAN
(Product Code IAW004)
An extremely detailed model of a Mars Pattern Warhound Titan corrupted by Chaos. Titan armed with a Vulcan Mega Bolter and Plasma Blastgun. This model stands approximately 250mm/10.5 inches high depending on how the legs are constructed. Master Model by Will Hayes, crew and symbols sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £275.00 (US$/€465.00)
Express UPS shipping £10.00 UK, £20.00(€34.00) Europe, £30.00(US$50.00) rest of the world.

MARS PATTERN WARHOUND TITAN
(Product Code IAW003)
An extremely detailed model of the Mars Pattern Warhound Titan armed with a Vulcan Mega Bolter and Plasma Blastgun. This model stands approximately 250mm/10.5 inches high depending on how the legs are constructed. Master Model by Will Hayes, crew and symbols sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £275.00 (US$/€465.00)
Express UPS shipping £10.00 UK, £20.00(€34.00) Europe, £30.00(US$50.00) rest of the world.
The Whirlwind Hyperios provides close air defence for Space Marine squads on the front line. Conversion kit for the new plastic Rhino. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £16.00 (US$26.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide

COMMAND RHINO CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code AS038A)
Conversion kit for the new plastic Rhino.
Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £30.00 (US$50.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide

MISSILE LAUNCHEREMPLACEMENT
(Product Code FWF060)
Price: £7.00 (US$12.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

MISSILE LAUNCHEREMPLACEMENT
(Product Code FWF061)
Price: £7.00 (US$12.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

Aircraft MultiLasers
(Product Code IAF013)
Price: £5.00 (US$8.50)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

Aircraft AutoCannons
(Product Code IAF014)
Price: £5.00 (US$8.50)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

Aircraft Missle Launchers
(Product Code IAF008)
Price: £3.00 (US$4.80)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

Aircraft Multiple Rocket Pods
(Product Code IAF011)
A pack of 6 Multiple Rocket pods for Hardpoints on the Vulture Gunship. Master Model by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £9.00 (US$15.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

Aircraft Heavy Bombs
(Product Code IAF015)
A pack of 6 Heavy Bombs for Hardpoints on the Vulture Gunship and the Marauder Bomber. Master Model by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £9.00 (US$15.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

Aircraft Hunter Killer Missles
(Product Code IAF005)
Price: £4.00 (US$6.50)
Shipping £2.00 (US$4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

Games Workshop, Forge World & Imperial Armour are trademarks of Games Workshop Ltd.
The copyright in the model designs in this catalogue is the exclusive property of Games Workshop Ltd. Copyright Games Workshop Ltd., 2003. All rights reserved.
INQUISITION CHIMERA DOOR AND SYMBOLS
(Product Code IAQ010)
A set of Inquisition door and symbols for the Chimera. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £18.00 (US$/€30.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide with up to 4 Arms/Guns.

MK IV DREADNOUGHT
(Product Code IAQ040)
Price: £18.00 (US$/€30.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide with up to 4 Arms/Guns.

GREY KNIGHTS MK IV DREADNOUGHT
(Product Code IAQ012)
Price: £20.00 (US$/€34.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide with up to 4 Arms/Guns.

MK IV VENERABLE DREADNOUGHT
(Product Code IAQ013)
Price: £20.00 (US$/€34.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide with up to 4 Arms/Guns.

WH40K SERVO SKULLS
(Product Code IAQ008)
Price: £3.00 (US$/€5.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

WH40K PURITY SEALS
(Product Code IAQ009)
Price: £3.00 (US$/€5.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

INQUISITION VALKYRIE DOORS AND SYMBOLS
(Product Code IAQ011)
A set of Inquisition side doors, wing symbols and large underbelly symbol for the Valkyrie Airborne Assault Carrier. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £9.00 (US$/€15.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

WH40K PURITY SEALS
(Product Code IAQ011)
A set of Inquisition side doors, wing symbols and large underbelly symbol for the Valkyrie Airborne Assault Carrier. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £9.00 (US$/€15.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

INQUISITION VALKYRIE DOORS AND SYMBOLS
(Product Code IAQ011)
A set of Inquisition side doors, wing symbols and large underbelly symbol for the Valkyrie Airborne Assault Carrier. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £9.00 (US$/€15.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs

MK IV DREADNOUGHT WEAPONS
Master Model by Will Hayes and Simon Egan.
Price: £6.00 (US$/€10.00) each
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) Worldwide for up to 10 packs if bought separately

MK IV PLASMA CANNON
(Product Code IAS046)
MK IV LEFT HAND MISSILE LAUNCHER
(Product Code IAS048)
MK IV RIGHT CLOSE COMBAT WEAPON
(Product Code IAS050)
MK IV LEFT CLOSE COMBAT WEAPON
(Product Code IAS042)
MK IV MULTI MELTA
(Product Code IAS054)
MK IV HAVOC BOLTER
(Product Code IAS047)
MK IV AUTOCANNON
(Product Code IAS045)
MK IV LASCANNON
(Product Code IAS041)

GREY KNIGHTS DREADNOUGHT
(Product Code IAQ012)
Replacement resin torso for the plastic Space Marine Dreadnought depicting Grey Knights iconography. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £3.00 (US$/€5.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 3 packs

MKIIb LANDRAIDER
Complete resin and plastic kit comes with a choice of Chapter specific or Imperial Eagle doors. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £55.00 (US$/€92.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide

MKIIb LANDRAIDER CODES
IAS044a BLOOD ANGELS
IAS044b SPACE WOLVES
IAS044c DARK ANGELS
IAS044d BLACK TEMPLARS
IAS044e SALAMANDERS
IAS044f ULTRAMARINES
IAS044g IMPERIAL/CRIMSON FISTS
IAS044h IMPERIAL EAGLES

MKIV LANDRAIDER
Complete resin and plastic kit comes with a choice of Chapter specific or Imperial Eagle doors. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £55.00 (US$/€92.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide

MKIV LANDRAIDER CODES
IAS044a BLOOD ANGELS
IAS044b SPACE WOLVES
IAS044c DARK ANGELS
IAS044d BLACK TEMPLARS
IAS044e SALAMANDERS
IAS044f ULTRAMARINES
IAS044g IMPERIAL/CRIMSON FISTS
IAS044h IMPERIAL EAGLES

MKIV DREADNOUGHT
Price: £20.00 (US$/€34.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide with up to 4 Arms/Guns.

MKIV VENERABLE DREADNOUGHT
Price: £20.00 (US$/€34.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide with up to 4 Arms/Guns.

MKIV  VENERABLE DREADNOUGHT
(Product Code IAS051)
Price: £20.00 (US$/€34.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide with up to 4 Arms/Guns.

SPACE MARINE SYMBOL PACKS
For use on Dreadnoughts and other Space Marine vehicles and equipment
COMING SOON
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Games Workshop, Forge World & Imperial Armour are trademarks of Games Workshop Ltd.
The copyright in the model designs in this catalogue is the exclusive property of Games Workshop Ltd. Copyright Games Workshop Ltd., 2003. All rights reserved.
IMPERIAL ARMOUR VOLUME ONE - IMPERIAL GUARD & IMPERIAL NAVY

This 288 page hardback book provides detailed information on the war engines and weapons of the 41st millennium. From Leman Russ battle tanks, Chimera armoured carriers and Basilisk self-propelled artillery, to Tarantula sentry guns, Thunderbolt fighter aircraft and super-heavy tanks like the Baneblade and Shadowsword, this book describes them all in superb detail.

Heavily illustrated with over 120 colour and black and white pictures, 200 full colour vehicle profiles, over 120 technical drawings, plus organisation charts, combat formations, battle reports and tactics, to add depth and character to the Warhammer 40,000 universe.

In addition to all this, there is a new army list for Imperial Guard Armoured Battle Groups, background and rules for variable ammunition types and rules for four of the Imperial Guards most famous tank aces. Appendices contain all the rules you will need to use super-heavy vehicles and aircraft in your games, as well a detailing such matters as Imperial camouflage schemes, unit numbering and a general description of how vehicles are designed and built in the 41st millennium.

Price: £45.00 (US$75.00)
Shipping £8.00 UK, £12.00 (US$/€20.00) rest of the world (UPS).
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BATTLE FLEET GOTHIC
KNIGHTS STRIKE CRUISER
(Product Code BFG027)
Complete resin kit. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.00 (US$/€25.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs.

EPIC 40,000
TYRANID HARRDIAN
(Product Code FWET048)
Complete resin kit. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £10.00 (US$/€17.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs.

AVAILAIBLE OCTOBER

WAVE SERPENTS WITH MISSILE LAUNCHERS
(Product Code FWET055)

AVAILAIBLE OCTOBER

WAVE SERPENTS WITH BRIGHT LANCES
(Product Code FWET052)

AVAILAIBLE OCTOBER

SHURIKEN CANNONS
(Product Code FWET051)

SCATTER LASERS
(Product Code FWET054)

FALCON
(Product Code FWET057)

NIGHTSPINNER
(Product Code FWET056)

BATTLEFLEET GOTHIC
ELDAR HAVEN CLASS SPIRE
(Product Code BFG028)
Complete resin kit. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £10.00 (US$/€17.00)
Shipping £2.00 (US$/€4.00) worldwide for up to 10 packs.

AVAILABLE OCTOBER

GUNWAGON WITH LOBBA
(Product Code FWET058)

ARMOURGED GUNWAGON
(Product Code FWET061)

GUNWAGON WITH ZZAP GUN
(Product Code FWET060)

GUNWAGON WITH KANNON
(Product Code FWET059)

AVAILABLE OCTOBER

AVAILABLE OCTOBER

AVAILABLE OCTOBER

AVAILABLE OCTOBER

GUNWAGON WITH MISSILE LAUNCHERS
(Product Code FWET055)

GUNWAGON WITH WAVE SERPENTS
(Product Code FWET052)

WARHAMMER FIRE DRAGON
(Product Code MA005)
Huge Warhammer Fire Dragon. This model is approximately 8” (200mm) high and 13” (330mm) long to the curve in the tail. Complete resin model, sculpted by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £125.00 (US$/€210.00)
(Shipping £5.00 (€8.00) UK and Europe, £10.00 (US$17.00) rest of the world.)

AVAILABLE OCTOBER

GIANT SPINED CHAOS BEAST
(Product Code MA003)
Large Chaos Daemonic beast. Usable for Warhammer, Warhammer 40,000 or perhaps even Inquisitor. Sculpted by Daniel Cockersell. Figure shown for scale purposes only.
Price: £45.00 (US$/€75.00)
Shipping £4.00 (US$/€7.00) Worldwide

AVAILABLE OCTOBER

CHAO S SPAWN
(Product Code MA004)
Large Chaos Spawn. Usable for Warhammer, Warhammer 40,000 or perhaps even Inquisitor. Sculpted by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £40.00 (US$/€68.00)
Shipping £4.00 (US$/€7.00) Worldwide

AVAILABLE OCTOBER

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

ALL MODELS SUPPLIED UNPAINTED & UNASSEMBLED. Citadel figures shown in pictures for scale purposes only. They are not included with the models. THESE MODELS ARE NOT TOYS. Not suitable for children under 15 years of age.

WARNING: Resin dust can be harmful if inhaled. Always wear a dust mask or respirator when sanding or sawing resin parts.

GAMES WORKSHOP, FORGE WORLD & IMPERIAL ARMOUR ARE TRADEMARKS OF GAMES WORKSHOP LTD. THE COPYRIGHT IN THE MODEL DESIGNS IN THIS CATALOGUE IS THE EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OF GAMES WORKSHOP LTD. COPYRIGHT GAMES WORKSHOP LTD., 2003. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.